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1.0 Introduction

The Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel pool was refitted with high density spent fuel

storage racks in 1986. These racks were fabricated by the Westinghouse Corporation

and utilize the neutron absorber material Boraflex for reactivity control[1' 21. Boraflex has

been observed to be subject to in-service degradation from the combined effects of

gamma radiation from spent fuel and long term exposure to the aqueous pool

environment.

To assure acceptable in service Boraflex performance Exelon Nuclear has initiated a

multi-prong surveillance program. This program includes monitoring pool reactive silica

levels, BADGER testing[3] and tracking the current and projected performance of each

panel of Boraflex in the Peach Bottom pools with RACKLIFE[4' 5]. To date three

BADGER test campaigns have been completed in the Unit 2 SFP (1996[61, 2002[7] and

2006[8]) and two campaigns have been completed in the Unit 3 SFP (2001[91 and

200511°]). The Peach Bottom Unit 2 RACKLIFE model has been verified by the three

BADGER campaigns that also show the Unit 2 spent fuel racks are bounding with

respect to Boraflex degradation. This model has been used to predict the in-service

degradation of each Boraflex panel through May 1, 2012.

This report documents the application of an advanced methodology developed by

Northeast Technology Corp. for assessing the safe storage of GNF 2 fuel in the

Westinghouse spend fuel racks with degraded Boraflex[111. This assessment is made

through May 2012 and utilized the results of the most recent Unit 2 BADGER test data

sets to establish distributions of local and global panel degradation at the time of the

testing. The RACKLIFE results are then used to track the progression of average panel

degradation and project the condition of the Boraflex in May 2012. A special algorithm,

developed by NETCO, is then applied to the BADGER data to project the local and

global panel degradation based on the RACKLIFE prediction of panel average boron

carbide loss.
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The reactivity effects of local and global degradation in May 2012 have been converted

to an equivalent panel thinning using the KENO V.a code. The equivalent panel

thinning values so determined are then used in CASMO-4 models of the GNF 2 fuel

type in the Peach Bottom Unit 2 fuel racks. The GNF 2 fuel type was used as it is more

reactive than 7 x 7, 8 x 8, 9 x 9 and other 10 x 10 fuel designs of equivalent loadings

and is therefore bounding. This is due to the smaller rod diameter in the GNF 2 bundle

allowing for more rapid depletion of the gadolina. In this manner, it has been

demonstrated that GNF 2 fuel type (at [ ] percent theoretical density) with a maximum

average planar enrichment of up to [ ] w/o U-235 and a minimum of thirteen (13)

gadolinia rods each with a minimum Gd 20 3 loading of [ ] w/o can be safely stored

(keff < 0.95) in the Peach Bottom Boraflex racks through May 1,2012.

This methodology that was applied to the Peach Bottom Unit 2 racks has been used for

assessing Boraflex degradation at other LWRs. The methodology and results have

been placed under the review and scrutiny of the USNRC. The NRC has issued a

Safety Evaluation Report accepting the methodology on a plant specific basistl 2].
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2.0 Peach Bottom Unit 2 Spent Fuel Racks

2.1 Spent Fuel Rack Description

The spent fuel racks at Peach Bottom are shown in Figure 2-1. The racks consist of 15

modules of varying size for a total capacity of 3814 storage cells. These racks utilize

Boraflex as a poison and contain the panels that were selected for BADGER testing[8 ].

In the design of the racks, one sheet of Boraflex is positioned between opposing faces

of the fuel assemblies. The individual storage cells are formed by creating a

checkerboard configuration of square tubes as shown in Figure 2-2. The basic structure

of this storage array is a square stainless steel tube [ I inches thick with a [

inch inside dimension and 169 inches in length. Each structural tube has one sheet of

Boraflex [ ] inches long, [ ] inches wide, and [ ] inches thick (nominal) positioned

on each of the four outside faces. During manufacture, the Boraflex sheets were first

attached to [ ] inches thick stainless steel wrapper plates using a Dow silicone

sealant that served as an adhesive. The wrapper plates were then tack welded to the

structural cell wall. Tack welds are located on approximately [ ]-inch centers along the

length of the wrapper plate.

To complete the rack module assembly, the structural tubes with Boraflex and stainless

steel cover plates are welded together at the corners and to a bottom base plate. In this

manner, every other storage location is formed by the structural tube and the resultant

locations are formed by the four adjacent faces of neighboring structural tubes. The base

plates of each module are fitted with leveling feet that rest on the pool floor.
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North

480"

Figure 2-1: Peach Bottom Spent Fuel Pool
(Note: Numerals are RACKLIFE module designations.)
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Figure 2-2: Peach Bottom Storage Cell Elements
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3.0 RACKLIFE Projections

3.1 Model Overview and Assumptions

A RACKLIFE model of the Peach Bottom Unit 2 SFP was originally developed by

NETCO based on data provided by Exelon[61. The original model was updated by

Exelon to reflect subsequent fuel discharges into the spent fuel racks through February

2006. The projected dates and anticipated number of discharged assemblies for
refueling outages and dry cask storage loading campaigns beyond 2006 thru 2015 were

provided by Exelon 131 . In addition, pool history data (reactive silica concentration,

temperature and pH) for the Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel pool were also provided.

Collectively, these data were used by NETCO to update the model and project the

extent of Boraflex dissolution biannually thru 2014.

This model was used to estimate the actual service history of each panel of Boraflex in

the Peach Bottom Unit 2 storage racks, including integrated gamma exposure and its

condition with respect to B4C loss. Information regarding the predicted state of the pool

and the condition of the Boraflex at a given time can be determined using the model.

Reactor Cycle Data

Cycle 16 ended in October 2006. All shutdowns were conservatively modeled as an

instantaneous shutdown from 100 percent of rated power. Peach Bottom Unit 2 operates

on a 2-year fuel cycle, and for modeling purposes it was assumed that the future refueling

outages would occur in October 2008, October 2010, and October 2012 and October

2014 per the schedule provided by Exelon1131. Future reactor shutdowns were also

modeled as instantaneous shutdown from 100 percent of rated power. This approach

provides a conservative estimate of the Boraflex gamma exposure to Boraflex panels.

Fuel Assembly Data

Review of the discharged bundles currently residing in the spent fuel pool indicated that,

prior to Cycle 13, all bundles were conservatively assigned a power sharing value of

1.0. Cycles 14 and 15 assembly data contain measured end-of-cycle assembly

average power sharing values (Fxy). These measured values were used to determine

appropriate power sharing for future cycles. For Cycle 14, a weighted average end-of-

cycle power sharing of 0.74 was calculated, and for Cycle 15 the weighted average end-
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of-cycle power sharing was 0.63. Thus, for future offloads, discharged assemblies were
conservatively assumed to have relative operating power sharing values of 0.8.

Pool History and Cleanup Data

Pool history data (temperature, pH and reactive silica concentration) were added to the
pool history file. In addition, letdowns to simulate mixing of the reactor cavity water with
the bulk spent fuel pool water were added to the cleanup system file to coincide with the
refueling outages occurring in October of 2006, 2008, 2010 and 2012.

Assembly Shuffle and Dry Storage

Figure 3-1 shows the loading of the Peach Bottom 2 racks at the time of the test. As a
result of increased plant security concerns and to satisfy the thermal management
requirements of Section 2.2.54 of Exelon Procedure NF-AA-310, Rev. 9 "Special
Nuclear Material and Core Component Movement", freshly discharged bundles must
contain "cold" bundles on all four face adjacent cells. This requires some 1400 storage
locations to accommodate a discharge batch of 276 fuel assemblies.

A major goal is to preserve Module 1 for staging reload fresh fuel as this module has
seen the least severe service duty. Thus, Modules 3,4,5 and 12 were selected for
placement of freshly discharged bundles. Figure 3-2 shows the projected loading
pattern of the Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel racks on May 1, 2012, as is projected to
occur following the loading of five dry storage casks. The vacant (white) cells primarily
in Modules 3,4,5 and 12 are the storage locations to be used for the 2012 discharged

fuel assemblies.

3.2 Projections through 2012

Using the input data and assumptions outlined in Section 3.1, the Peach Bottom
RACKLIFE model was updated and executed through ISFSI campaigns of 2012 and
2014, This served to identify the cells with the greatest panel boron carbide loss and
absorbed dose. Figure 3-3 shows the percent boron carbide loss for the spent fuel

racks following the ISFSI campaigns in May of 2012. It can be seen that all of the
panels have at least [ ] loss while about half of the modules have panels with more

7
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than [ percent loss. The peak loss ([ ]%) occurs in Module 15. This calculation used

an escape coefficient of 1.0/day through February 2006 and 1.25/day beyond. The

RACKLIFE model was executed iteratively by varying the "escape coefficient" until the

predicted pool silica matched the measured pool silica. The escape coefficient is the

rate, in units of cavity volumes (the volume of fluid in the rack cavities surrounding each
Boraflex panel) per day, that are exchanged with the bulk pool volume. An increase in

the slope of the measured pool silica would indicate an increase in the escape

coefficient is necessary. The physical basis for this is that as the Boraflex dissolves, the

clearances for flow increase, reducing the pressure drop and increasing flow.

Figure 3-4 shows there is a fairly regionalized dose distribution throughout the pool. The

majority of high dose panels (greater than 1 x 1010 rads) are located in a central region of

the pool in front of the transfer canal. The panels with the highest dose are the south and
west panels in cell XX65 of Module 15 with an integrated exposure of 1.4 x 1010 Rads.

Prior to the End-of-Cycle 16 (EOC16), there were vacant areas in Modules 10 and 11

as well as individually scattered vacant cells in Modules 6,7,8,9,14 and 15. It was

decided that discharged bundles would reside in their "B.5.b" locations for 17 months
(from discharge until the subsequent ISFSI campaign) and then be moved to a vacant

module. For the 2006 offload, B.5.b cell locations were vacated and resident bundles

moved to Modules 10 and 11. In 2008, Module 11 was vacated and all bundles "moved

into dry storage casks." Bundles discharged in 2006 were subsequently moved to cells

in Module 11. In 2010, bundles in Module 10 were "moved into dry storage" and B.5.b

cell locations vacated with bundles discharged in 2008 relocated to module 10. The

same process was repeated for the 2012 ISFSI campaign, with bundles in Modules 14,
15 and part of Module 9 being placed into dry storage.

Figure 3-5 shows the distribution of panel boron carbide loss for the Peach Bottom

spent fuel racks to May 1, 2012. The average panel boron carbide loss is [ ] percent
with a standard deviation (1a) of [ ] percent. The maximum panel loss is [ ] percent to

May 1, 2012.

Figure 3-6 shows the distribution of panel absorbed dose[Rads] for the Peach Bottom

spent fuel racks to May 1, 2012. The average absorbed dose to all panels in the Peach
Bottom spent fuel pool is 7.1 x 109 Rads, while the maximum projected panel absorbed

dose is 2.1 x 1010 Rads.

8
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Figure 3-1: Occupied Cells in the Peach Bottom 2 Spent Fuel Storage Racks on
February 26, 2006.
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Figure 3-2: Projected Occupied Cells in the Peach Bottom 2 Spent Fuel Storage
Racks on May 1, 2012.
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Figure 3-3: Predicted Boron Carbide Loss through February 26, 2006 in the Peach
Bottom Spent Fuel Storage Racks

Key:
Red: > 18% loss
Yellow: > 12% loss
Green: > 6% loss
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Figure 3-4: Panel Absorbed Dose through February 26, 2006 in the Peach Bottom
Spent Fuel Storage Racks

Key:
Red:
Yellow
Green

> 1 x 1010 Rads
> 2 x 109 Rads
> 5 x 108 Rads
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Figure 3-5: Predicted Boron Carbide Loss through May 1, 2012 in the Peach Bottom
Spent Fuel Storage Racks
Key:

Red:
Yellow:
Green:

> 33% loss
> 22% loss
> 11% loss
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Figure 3-6: Panel Absorbed Dose through May 1, 2012 in the Peach Bottom Spent
Fuel Storage Racks

Key:
Red: > 1 x 1010 Rads
Yellow > 2 x 109 Rads
Green > 5 x 108 Rads
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4.0 The Reactivity Effects of Boraflex Degradation

4.1 Introduction

This section examines the reactivity effects of Boraflex panel degradation in the Peach

Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel racks. Boraflex panel degradation can be divided into three

modes, which are characterized by different degradation mechanisms, as described

below.

4.1.1 Uniform Dissolution

As described in Section 2.0, the Boraflex panels in the Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel

racks are contained in a "panel cavity" created between the [ ] inch thick stainless

steel cell wall, and the [ ] inch thick stainless steel wrapper plate. The void volume of

this panel cavity is filled with water that generally surrounds the Boraflex panel. The

exchange of fluid between the bulk pool and the panel cavity (as measured by the
"escape coefficient") results in a flow across the surfaces of the Boraflex panel as well

as local flow paths in between the tack welds long the wrapper plate. This can lead to a

relatively uniform dissolution of the amorphous silica from Boraflex panel surfaces along

with local scallop regions and consequent loss of absorber.

This mode of degradation increases the transmission of neutrons between assemblies

in the spent fuel racks by decreasing the amount of intervening absorber. However, the

remaining absorber still interposes between assemblies.

4.1.2 Shrinkage, Including Gaps

Radiation induces crosslinking of the polymer matrix of Boraflex. This causes the

material to shrink, reducing the volume of a Boraflex panel. While shrinkage reduces

the volume of an interposing panel, shrinkage does not reduce the mass of interposing

absorber, that is, the material undergoes densification as it shrinks.
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Width and end shrinkage can "uncover" the active fuel, allowing direct neutron transport

between assemblies without any intervening absorber. If a Boraflex panel is not allowed

to shrink uniformly (e.g., it is mechanically restrained), gaps will develop. This can lead

to direct neutron transport between the centers of assembly faces.

4.1.3 Local Dissolution

The dissolution described as mode 1, above, is generally uniform. However, local non-

uniformities in the panel, panel cavity, and cavity inlet/outlet geometry can accentuate

dissolution locally. For example, a gap in a panel locally increases the cavity volume,

which locally reduces the effects of wall friction on flow. This can increase local flow

rates causing accelerated dissolution. As another example, a bend, bow, or creases in

the stainless steel wrapper plates can provide the orifices, allowing increased flow into

or out of the panel cavity, thereby accelerating local degradation. These local effects

can exhibit a positive feedback; they accelerate the local dissolution of Boraflex, which

increases the local cavity volume. This in turn decreases wall friction losses, increasing

local flow rates, further accelerating local Boraflex dissolution.

As suggested in the discussion for each mode of dissolution, each mode will affect the

spent fuel pool reactivity differently. These synergistic reactivity effects may be strongly

non-linear. Criticality safety calculations using highly bounding assumptions, (e.g., very

large gaps all at the assembly mid-plane, complete dissolution of the Boraflex, etc.) lead

to reactivity increases far in excess of the actual reactivity state of the spent fuel pool.

On the other hand, the non-linear synergy necessitates a robust analysis of the

degradation, in order to conservatively take some credit for the Boraflex that remains in

the racks. This section of the report outlines a methodology for such a robust analysis.

4.2 Methodology for Projecting Future Panel Conditions

The results of the latest BADGER test campaign at Peach Bottom Unit 2 [8] were used to

characterize the state of the Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel racks Boraflex panels at
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the time of testing. The RACKLIFE projections (discussed in Section 3) were further

used to conservatively project the state of the panels to May 1, 2012.

Algorithms were developed for randomly sampling panel local degradation features

based on the BADGER data. The input to the algorithms are the panel absorbed dose

and B4C loss predicted by RACKLIFE. The algorithms are based on random sampling

from probability distributions of loss versus absorbed dose developed from the observed

BADGER data. The use of normal and uniform random numbers in the algorithms

account for the variance observed between RACKLIFE predictions and BADGER

observations and the random nature of local dissolution effects.

The Boraflex panel models developed represent degraded panels conservatively

projected to May 1, 2012. They consist of an array of rectangular blocks: four blocks

across a panel to match the four detectors in BADGER, and each block two inches high

to match the two-inch "window" in front of the BADGER detectors. Away from local

areas of dissolution the blocks are as thick as a nominal panel of Boraflex. Each panel

of Boraflex in the Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel racks that was measured by BADGER

was characterized using this system of blocks. Figure 4-1 is an example of a panel

model. In Figure 4-1, the column heading "Elev" refers to the axial elevation of each

block center. (The panel shown represents a 142 inch panel; note that the panel is

displayed top to bottom.) The columns are numbered to correspond to the four

BADGER detectors and represent an area of the panel 1.23 inches wide by 2 inches

high.

Integer values in Figure 4-1 represent an amount of gap in a block in 1 /3 rds of an inch.

Thus the row of "2"s on a red background indicates a two-thirds inch gap at an elevation

of forty-three inches. Cells in the panel model that are not colored are at a specified

level of uniform loss. The values on blue backgrounds represent areas of local

dissolution, quantified by the percent loss from the uniform loss condition. Some of the

dissolution occurs around the gap, some near the end of the panel, and some

independent of any other features of the panel. Dissolution that occurs around a feature
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is assumed to extend into the feature. For example, the [ ]% loss measured by

detector 2 (column 2) at 131 inches is assumed to persist in the column 2 cell at 133

inches. In reality, BADGER would detect the additional loss if it was there, but this

accounts for any uncertainty in an analyst's interpretation of how to allocate the loss. In

the case of the gap at 43 inches, a loss of [ ]% is assumed under detectors 3 and 4

since this is (conservatively) the largest loss proximal to the gap.

In applying the panel models to the state of the Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel racks in

2012, the degree of conservatism used is best illustrated by the following examples.

Example 1: Loss Equivalence

The BADGER campaign at Peach Bottom Unit 2 in February 2006 measured the state

of the Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel rack Boraflex panels at that time. The RACKLIFE

code was used to identify which panels in the Peach Bottom SFRs had the highest

absorbed dose and/or the highest predicted B4C loss. Measurements were performed

on panels with a spectrum of dose and loss (in order to observe and quantify any trends

with dose and loss), but with a strong bias toward the "worst" panels. Therefore, the

panels that BADGER measured are typical of the worst panels in the pool. During the

BADGER campaign in February 2006, 38 panels exhibited a measurable loss of boron

carbide. The average loss from these 38 panels was

[ ]%_[ %.

On May 1, 2012, RACKLIFE predicts that the average loss for all panels in the racks is

[ ]% ± [ 1%. These loses are comparable to what BADGER measured for the panels

that actually exhibited a loss. For example, in predicting the condition of a 20% loss

panel in 2012, it is reasonable to assume that the condition would be equivalent to a

20% loss panel as measured by BADGER in 2006. If a 20% loss panel is not available,

then the next higher loss panel measured is conservatively used. In this manner,

projected panels in 2012 can be conservatively loss-equivalenced to panels measured

by BADGER in 2006.

18
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Example 2: Loss Extrapolation

On May 1, 2012, RACKLIFE predicts that the average loss in the racks is [ ] ± [ ]%,

with a maximum loss of [ 1%. While the average loss measured by BADGER (for all

panels in 2006) was [ ]% . None of the panels exceeded the maximum loss predicted

by RACKLIFE. Of the three modes of degradation described in Section 4.1, the first

two, uniform dissolution and shrinkage, can be conservatively projected with a fair

degree of confidence and precision. The degradation mechanisms are well understood

and bounding models can be formulated. The third mode, local dissolution, however, is

random in nature and is not as amenable to prediction.

For example, consider a typical local dissolution feature: a "scallop" in the side of the

panel where higher levels of loss are observed. As illustrated below, suppose this takes

the form of two 2" high by 1.23" wide rectangular cells along the left edge of the panel

with 30% more loss than the uniform loss of the bulk panel. (The rectangular cells

bound the actual size and shape of the scallop.)

3 0 .0 % ... ... .......................... ........ ............. ..
30.0%

The question is, more specifically now, what will this local dissolution feature look like in

a panel that has undergone 1.5 times as much dissolution? Three distinct degradation

scenarios can be considered: 1) the scallop increases in size by a factor of 1.5 (to three

cells instead of two); 2) the scallop "deepens" by a factor of 1.5 (from 30% loss to 45%

loss); or 3) the scallop remains the same and another one-cell scallop with 30% loss

develops somewhere else on the panel. The truth is likely a randomly weighted mixture

of all three modes. To select a bounding degradation scenario is virtually impossible,

since the reactivity effects of each scenario will depend on the elevation of the scallop,
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its proximity to other local dissolution features, gaps or end shrinkage. The

conservative approach used was to assume all three scenarios occur simultaneously on

a cell-by-cell basis. As a conservative upper-bound, the next highest (worse) local

dissolution pattern for the scallop was then selected.

Using the panel projections described above, the methodology described in section 4.3

was developed for simulating the reactivity effects of Boraflex panel degradation.

4.3 Methodology for Assessing the Reactivity Effects of Boraflex Degradation

The methodology described below was applied to the Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel

racks. For clarity, the description below will generally refer to the racks generically.

The SCALE code package (described in Section 5.2) was used to calculate keff for the

racks. For the reactivity equivalence model, the Boraflex was assumed to be at its

nominal thickness and 10B loading. In addition, a conservatively bounding 4.1% width

shrinkage was also applied. This bounding shrinkage is based on both analytical and

experimental analyses[2] and has been confirmed by a large number of proprietary

laboratory studies and field observations. Recall from Section 4.1 that thickness

shrinkage is effectively offset by densification and so need not be accounted for. As

described in Section 4.1, the effects of axial shrinkage manifest themselves as both end

shrinkage and gapping. Measuring the amount of shrinkage-induced gapping is

complicated by the fact that local dissolution can increase the apparent size of a gap.

Further, BADGER may miss gaps that are less than 1 /3 rd inch or smaller. To account

for the axial shrinkage with the possibility that some gaps may have been missed, it is

conservatively assumed that every panel has an undetected 4.1% axial shrinkage in the

form of 1 /3rd inch gaps uniformly distributed up the panel. This is in addition to whatever

shrinkage effects are apparent from the BADGER scans. The reactivity effect of this

assumption is shown in Table 4-1. These assumptions result in a higher than nominal

reactivity model, which conservatively increases the reactivity effects of Boraflex loss.
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The Boraflex thickness in the base model was then uniformly decreased in 5%

increments to observe the reactivity effects of uniform dissolution. The results were

used to develop a relationship between uniform thinning and an increase in keff for

reactivity equivalencing between pure uniform thinning and the actual degraded

condition of the Boraflex. The results are shown in Table 4-2.

Next, a verified and validated Fortran program was used to modify the base case, so

that every panel in a given array of rack cells could be modeled independently. The

algorithms described in Section 4.2 were used to create panel models as described in

that section for each panel in the array. For this analysis, a 4 x 4 array of cells was

modeled, thus, a total of 4 - 4 - 2 = 32 panels are generated by the algorithm according

to the dose and loss predicted by RACKLIFE for each panel. These degraded models

of Boraflex panels are incorporated into a KENO model to simulate the conditions of the

module in 2012. This case is used to calculate a single estimate of the reactivity effect

of Boraflex panel degradation in the Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel racks in 2012.

In executing the case, a total of 30 million neutrons were tracked over 3000

generations. Fifty generations were skipped to ensure convergence of the source

distribution. The large number of neutrons was used to ensure that there was adequate

sampling of all of the degradation features of all of the panels in the model. As per

standard practice, plots and statistics of the evolution of keff by generation were

inspected and calculated to provide confidence that no sampling instabilities were being

encountered.

As described in Section 4.2, the Boraflex panels generated for a model were based on a

sequence of random numbers, so that each panel model is a random model with an

expected value defined by the BADGER measurements plus a random variance.

Consequently, the single estimate case described above could be randomly higher or

lower than the actual condition of the panel being modeled. Therefore, a total of 50

independent and randomly distributed cases were created using the Fortran program.

These cases resulted in a distribution of calculated reactivity effects. The 95th percentile
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of this reactivity effects distribution, at 95% confidence, can be used to bound the

reactivity effects of degraded Boraflex panels in the array of cells being considered.

Figure 4-2 shows one example of this distribution as points in a cumulative distribution

with the Monte Carlo statistical uncertainty, as shown by the error bars. The line in

Figure 4-2 is a cumulative normal distribution with a mean and variance from the fifty

samples. In every distribution calculated, the data passed the Anderson-Darling and

Cram6r-von Mises tests for normality; thus, one-sided normal distribution statistical

tolerance factors are valid for calculating bounding 95th percentile eigenvalues at 95%

confidence. Figure 4-2 shows that fifty samples are sufficient to bracket the 9 5 th

percentile and to look for any potential non-normal behavior in the tails. No non-normal

behavior was observed.

4.4 Results

Table 4-3 summarizes the reactivity effects in the Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel racks.

The RACKLIFE predicted loss, as a uniform thinning loss, is shown in column 1. The

RACKLIFE code does not distinguish between uniform loss and local dissolution losses.

The reactivity effect in column 2 is the 9 5 th percentile effect at 95% confidence and

includes the effects of uniform dissolution, local dissolution, and gaps.

Table 4-2 was used to interpolate the equivalent amount of uniform thinning loss that

will yield the same reactivity effect as the 95/95 effect above. The results are shown in

column 2. The value of 33.9% for the equivalent loss in the racks is a conservative

over-estimate of the actual equivalent loss. Most of the panels measured by BADGER

in 2006 had very low losses compared to the losses predicted for the population of

panels. Thus, in equivalencing observed panel losses with predicted losses, a large

amount of conservatism was introduced for the low loss panels.

Column 4 shows the conservative amount of uniform thinning loss that will be assumed

in subsequent analyses. The many conservatisms used to arrive at these numbers

provides confidence that these losses will bound the state of the Peach Bottom Unit 2

spent fuel racks, on May 1,2012.
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Table 4-1: Conservative Reactivity Effects of Cracks Undetected by BADGER

Table 4-2: Reactivity Effects of Uniform Boraflex Panel Thinning
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Table 4-3: Reactivity Effects of Degraded Panels

1 This is the average ± la loss predicted by RACKLIFE.

2 This is the 9 5 th percentile at 95% confidence reactivity effect of the degraded Boraflex

panels.

3 Based on Table 4-2, this amount of uniform thinning will result in the same reactivity
effect as shown in the previous column.

4 This is the conservatively higher amount of Boraflex loss (modeled as uniform
thinning) that will be assumed in subsequent analyses.
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Figure 4-1: Typical Model of an Peach Bottom Unit 2 Boraflex Panel
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Figure 4-2: Sample Distribution of Panel Degradation Reactivity Effects
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5.0 Results of the Criticality Analysis

The criticality analyses and evaluations described in this report demonstrate that the keff

of the Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel racks is less than or equal to 0.95 when loaded
with the most reactive (GNF 2) fuel types under the most reactive conditions. The

maximum calculated reactivity (keff) when adjusted for computer code biases, fuel and
rack manufacturing tolerances and methodology/calculational uncertainties (combined

using the root-mean-square method) will be less than or equal to 0.95 with a 95%

probability at a 95% confidence level.

5.1 Design Basis and Design Criteria

All analyses and evaluations have been conducted in accordance with the following

codes, standards and regulations as they apply to spent fuel storage facilities:

" American Nuclear Society, American National Standard Design
Requirements for Light Water Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at
Nuclear Power Plants, ANSI/ANS-57.2-1983. October 7, 1983.

" Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Letter to All Power Reactor Licensees
from B. K. Grimes. OT Position for Review and Acceptance of Spent Fuel
Storage and Handling Applications. April 14, 1978, as amended by letter
dated January 18, 1979.

" Nuclear Regulatory Commission, memorandum from Laurence Kopp to
Timothy Collins. Guidance on the Regulatory Requirements for Criticality
Analysis of Fuel Storage at Light-Water Reactor Power Plants. August 19,
1998.

* USNRC Standard Review Plan, NUREG-0800, Section 9.1.1, New Fuel
Storage, and Section 9.1.2, Spent Fuel Storage.

* USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.13, Spent Fuel Storage Facility Design Basis,
Rev. 2, December 1981.

* USNRC Regulatory Guide 3.41, Validation of Calculational Methods for
Nuclear Criticality Safety.
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" General Design Criterion 62, Prevention of Criticality in Fuel Storage and
Handling.

* ANS/ANSI 8.12-1987, Nuclear Criticality Control and Safety of Plutonium -

Uranium Fuel Mixtures Outside Reactor.

It is noted that the above USNRC and ANS documents refer to the requirement that the
maximum effective neutron multiplication factor (keff) is to be less than or equal to 0.95.
In demonstrating that this requirement is satisfied, the analyses herein of the reference
(nominal dimensions) case fuel/rack configurations are based on an infinite repeating

array in all directions. A bias (credit) for axial leakage is applied to the reference
calculation based on a model which is finite in the z-direction.

5.2 Analytical Methods and Assumptions

This analysis utilizes the stochastic three dimensional Monte Carlo code KENO V.a[14]

and the two dimensional deterministic code CASMO-4[151 to compute the reactivity

effects due to degraded Boraflex. The CASMO code yields a deterministic solution to

the neutron transport equation, which is useful for precisely computing reactivity

changes. The stochastic nature of the Monte Carlo solution in KENO means that

statistical tolerance factors at 95% probability with 95% confidence must be applied to

the solution. On the other hand, CASMO is limited to two-dimensional (axially uniform)

single cell (infinitely reflected) models, while KENO provides robust three-dimensional

modeling capability. Thus, KENO is used when axial effects are important (e.g., axially

distributed gaps), or when lateral non-uniformities are present (e.g., checkerboard

loading).

KENO V.a is a module in SCALE 5.0, a collection of computer codes and cross section

libraries used to perform criticality safety analyses for licensing evaluations. KENO

solves the three-dimensional Boltzmann transport equation for neutron-multiplying

systems. The collection also contains BONAMI-S to prepare problem specific master

cross section libraries and to make resonance self-shielding corrections for nuclides

with Bondarenko data. NITAWL-11 is used to prepare a working cross section library

with corrections for resonance self-shielding using the Nordheim integral treatment.

These modules are invoked automatically by using the CSAS25 analysis sequence in

SCALE 5.0.
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CASMO-4 is a two dimensional multigroup transport theory code for fuel assembly

burnup analysis in-core or in typical fuel storage racks. CASMO is a cell code in which
infinitely repeating arrays of fuel assemblies and/or fuel racks are modeled.

These codes have been verified and validated for use in spent fuel rack design
evaluations by using them to model a number of critical experiments[15-1 91. The results
of this validation and verification are included in this report as Appendix A[20]. The
calculated keff was compared to the critical condition (keff = 1.0) to determine the bias in

the calculated values.

In all SCALE/KENO calculations the 238 energy group ENDF/B-V criticality safety cross
section library[21] was used. The resulting bias in the SCALE codes was calculated to
be -0.0078± 0.0036. In all CASMO calculations, the CASMO standard 70 energy group
cross section library was used. The resulting bias in the CASMO code was calculated
to be -0.0103 ± 0.0020.

As noted above, all KENO results require that a one-sided 95% probability / 95%
confidence statistical tolerance factor be applied to the computed eigenvalue. In all
KENO runs, typically 3000 generations (after skipping between 50 and 400 for source
distribution convergence) with between 2000 and 30,000 neutrons per generation were
simulated for a total of between 6 million and 90 million neutrons tracked. This typically
resulted in statistical uncertainties in keff of o < 0.0004 (one standard deviation) and a

95/95 statistical tolerance factor K: 1.7[22]*

The depletion characteristics of GNF 2 bundle (ka versus burnup) in both the core
geometry and fuel rack geometry have been assessed with CASMO-4 to determine the
burnup resulting in peak bundle reactivity (k,1). In these calculations the fuel bundle is
depleted at hot full power conditions in core geometry using CASMO-4. At specified
burnup steps the bundle is brought to the cold zero power condition (no Xenon) and
modeled in the rack geometry. Subsequently, the bundle is subjected to additional
burnup in the hot full power condition in core geometry and the process repeated.

The design point for the Peach Bottom 2 fuel racks is taken at the burnup corresponding
to peak reactivity of the Gd 2 0 3 bearing maximum reactivity bundle. A bias to account
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for depletion uncertainties is added to the kI at the point of peak reactivity to account for
uncertainties in the depletion dependent cross sections.

To assure that the actual fuel/rack reactivity is always less than the calculated maximum
reactivity, the following conservative assumptions have been applied to the analyses:

1. The fuel assembly design parameters for these analyses are based on the
most reactive 10 x 10 fuel types.

2. The maximum fuel enrichment is [ ] w/o U235 with gadolinia and is
assumed to be uniform throughout the bundle. The assumption of uniform
enrichment results in a higher reactivity than would the distributed
enrichment, which actually exists in the bundles.

3. The fuel bundle includes a coolant flow channel in the rack as this
condition results in the highest reactivity.

4. The moderator is assumed to be demineralized water at full water density
(1.0 gm/cm 3 ).

5. The array is infinite in lateral extent (x , y and z directions). A reactivity
credit for axial neutron leakage is subsequently applied to the reference
eigenvalue. Non-conservative, but appropriate.

6. All available storage locations are loaded with bundles of maximum
reactivity.

7. No credit is taken for neutron absorption in the fuel assembly grid spacers.

8. No credit is taken for any natural uranium or reduced enrichment axial
blankets.

9. Boraflex is assumed to be uniformly at [ 1% nominal thickness (i.e., []%
Uniform Thinning Loss).

Based on the analyses described subsequently the maximum keff of the fuel/rack
configuration at a 95% probability with a 95% confidence level is calculated as:

I Ikff kre+ Akb. + I/ Ak2

ff kref +kbias n=l

where
kref = Nominal keff adjusted for depletion effects
Akbias = Akmethod + Akself-shielding + Akundetected cracks + AkBurnup+ AkLeakage
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Tolerances and Uncertainties:

Akl = U0 2 enrichment tolerance
Ak2  = U0 2 pellet density tolerance
Ak 3  = Gd 20 3 loading tolerance

Ak4  = Rack cell pitch tolerance
Ak5  = Rack cell wall thickness tolerance
Ak6  = Asymmetric assembly position tolerance
Ak7  = Boraflex panel width tolerance
Ak8 = Boraflex B-10 loading tolerance

Ak9  = Channel bulge effect
Akio = Methodology bias uncertainty (95/95)

Ak11 = Calculation uncertainty (95/95)

5.3 Calculated Results

5.3.1 Reference Eigenvalue Calculations

The fuel racks have been analyzed for GNF 2 fuel with a maximum average planar

enrichment of 4.9 w/o U-235 and a minimum of 13 Gd 2 0 3 rods with a minimum loading
of [ G W/O Gd 20 3. The fuel design parameters for the GNF 2 fuel assembly are
summarized in Table 5-1.

CASMO-4 was applied to compute the reactivity of the GNF 2 fuel type as a function of
burnup for bundles with [ ] gadolina rods @ [ ] w/o gadolina and for bundles without

Gd 20 3. Figure 5-1 contains a plot of rack k- versus burnup for the GNF 2 fuel bundle.
As shown in this figure the GNF 2 fuel bundle with Gd 2 0 3 has a peak reactivity of k. =

I ] which occurs at [ ] GWD/MTU.
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Table 5-1

GNF 2 Fuel Assembly Description

Peach Bottom Nuclear Generating Station
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Figure 5-1: Rack Reactivity versus Burnup for the GNF 2 Fuel Type in the Peach
Bottom Unit 2 Spent Fuel Storage Racks.
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5.3.2 CASMO-4 and KENO V.a Reactivity Calculations in Core and in Rack Geometries

As a check of the two independent methods used for these analyses, the reactivity of
the GNF 2 fuel types in the standard core geometry at cold conditions (680 F) have
been calculated with both KENO V.a and CASMO-4 at zero burnup. Table 5-2 contains
the core k- for the GNF 2 bundles with and without Gd 20 3 rods. The reported values
include model biases, which have been determined via benchmark calculations. These
biases are -0.0078 and -0.0103 for KENO V.a and CASMO-4, respectively. Table 5-3
contains a similar comparison of the Peach Bottom rack k- as calculated with KENO V.a
and CASMO-4.

Table 5-2

CASMO-4/KENO V.a Reactivity Comparison in Core Geometry:

GNF 2 Bundles @ [ ] w/o U-235 ([ ]% T.D.), Zero Burnup

L I
Table 5-3

CASMO-4/KENO V.a Reactivity Comparison in Rack Geometry:

GNF 2 Bundles @ [ ] w/o U-235 ([ ]% T.D.), Zero Burnup

L I
In addition, the ko at peak reactivity in the Standard Cold-Core Geometry (SCCG) as
calculated by CASMO-4 was [ I.

The small differences in the eigenvalues are likely attributable to small differences in
cross sections. This comparison serves to confirm the calculational methods.
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5.3.3 Effect of Tolerances and Uncertainties

Tolerances and Calculational Uncertainties

To evaluate the reactivity effects of fuel and rack manufacturing tolerances, CASMO-4
perturbation calculations were performed. The most reactive GNF 2 fuel bundle (with
Gd 20 3) at a burnup of [ ] GWD/MTU was used. The following tolerance
and uncertainty components are addressed:

U-235 Enrichment: The enrichment tolerance of ± [ ] w/o ([ ]% relative) U-235
variation about the nominal reference value of [ ] w/o U-235 was considered"11 ].

U02 Stack Density: An upper tolerance level of ±0.50% about the nominal reference
theoretical density of [ ]%ll]%was assumed. (Note: this tolerance effect was not
included in the Reference 11 analysis.)

Pellet Dishing: The pellets were assumed to be undished. This is a conservative
assumption in that it maximizes the U-235 loading per axial centimeter of the fuel stack.
No sensitivity analyses were completed with respect to the variations in the pellet
dishing factor.

Gd2 0O3 Loading: The tolerance of ±[ ]% (relative) has been assumed (Note: This
tolerance effect was not included in the Reference 11 analysis).

Cell-to-Cell Pitch: The manufacturing tolerance of ± [ ] inches for the variations in
,[11]cell-to-cell pitch was used]

Stainless Steel Thickness: A stainless steel sheet tolerance of +[
with previous analyses was used

] inches consistent

Boraflex Width: A manufacturing tolerance of ± [ ] inches on the Boraflex width was
assessed. The Boraflex material is replaced with water at maximum density.

Boraflex Loading: A manufacturing tolerance of ±
w B[6]a review of Boraflex batch records.

] gm B10/cm2 was used based on

Boraflex Thickness: As described in Section 4.3, the reactivity effect due to density
increase from shrinkage offsets the small effect of a reduction in thickness tolerance.
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The reactivity effects of combined local dissolution, shrinkage induced gaps and uniform
thinning are equivalent in reactivity to a uniform panel thinning of [ ]%. It was
conservatively assumed that the panel thickness was at [ ]% of the nominal thickness
([ ]). This effect is modeled in the base eigenvalue (kref).

Assembly Location: The reference CASMO reactivity calculations are based on a
model with each bundle symmetrically positioned in each storage cell. The effect of four

adjacent assemblies with minimum separation distance has been considered and has a
small effect ([ ]) on reactivity.

Methodology Uncertainty: The 95% probability/95% confidence level uncertainty of
I ] as determined from benchmark calculations (see Appendix A) has been
applied. The result of these analyses of the reactivity effect of tolerances is contained in
Table 5-4.

Channel Bulge: The effect of channel bulge was analyzed to determine its impact or
reactivity relative to the reference case model of an assembly with a channel at nominal
dimensions. This perturbation yielded a small reactivity effect of [ ] due to
channel bulge.

Uncertainty Introduced by Depletion Calculations

Critical experiment data are generally not available for spent fuel and; accordingly,
some judgment must be used to assess uncertainties introduced by the depletion
calculations. CASMO-4 and the 70 group cross section library used for these analyses
has been used extensively to generate bundle average cross sections for core follow
calculations and reload fuel design in both BWRs and PWRs. Any significant error in
those depletion calculations would be detectable either by in-core instrumentation
measurements of core power distributions or cycle energy output or both. Significant
deviations between the predicted and actual fuel cycle lengths and core power
distributions using CASMO-4 generated cross sections are not observed.

For the purpose of assessing the effects of uncertainties introduced by depletion
calculations, it is useful to estimate the magnitude of depletion uncertainties in k., and
compare this uncertainty with margins inherent in the present calculation. It is assumed
that depletion calculations introduce an uncertainty in k., which is a linear function of
burnup such that at a burnup of 40,000 MWD/MTU the Akunc due to depletion effects is
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0.02. So that for the limiting GNF 2 bundle at [ ] GWD/MTU, the uncertainty introduced

by depletion is [ ] in Ak and is included in Table 5-4.

Self-Shielding of Discrete Absorber Particle Size

The discrete absorber particle self-shielding bias accounts for the fact that Boraflex is
made from discrete boron carbide particles and thus is not a homogeneous distribution
of absorber particles. The effect of discrete particle self shielding was based on a
typical particle distribution size for boron carbide used in Boraflex. The analysis
indicated that an equivalent homogenous density of [ ]% of the nominal B-10 density
would yield a reactivity effect equivalent to an absorber panel containing discrete
absorber particles[25 ].

BADGER Measurement Bias

Review of the panel local dissolution effects from the Monte-Carlo analysis described in
Section 4-2 indicated that each of the 32 randomly generated panels included [
inches of shrinkage. As a conservative bound, approximately [ ]" of total gap (or [ ] -
1/3 rd inch cracks) corresponding to the maximum of 4.1% shrinkage (5.82") less 2.06"
could be manifested as undetected cracks or local dissolution. For this bias, it was
assumed that each panel contained [ ] cracks spaced axially on [ ]" centers along
the full length of the Boraflex panel. This is conservative in that gaps occur more or less
in a random pattern which results in a lower reactivity effect. The reactivity effect of
possible undetected cracks being observed as local dissolution is [ ] as shown in
Table 4-1. The reactivity effect is listed in Table 4-1 and is added directly to the
reference eigenvalue as listed in Table 5-4.

Leakage

The reactivity effect due to neutron leakage was analyzed by replacing the reflected
boundary condition of the reference model 2-D KENO V.a with a water albedo in the z-
direction. The net reactivity effect (credit) is [

5.3A4 Space Between Modules

The reference CASMO calculations assume an infinitely repeating array of storage cells
in the x and y directions as shown in Figure 2-4. In the Peach Bottom Unit 2 pool the
individual storage cells are interconnected to form rack modules. One module typically
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consists of an array of 19 x 20 cells. A KENO V.a model was developed to determine
reactivity effect of gaps at the module-to-module interface. Effectively, this model is an
infinite array of 20 x 20 modules (modified in length for assembly drop analysis) each
separated by 1.15 inch water gap in all directions. The result of this calculation
indicates a net decrease in keff.

5.3.5 Summary of Reactivity Calculations

Table 5-4 contains a summary of the criticality analyses results for the Peach Bottom
Unit 2 spent fuel racks. The nominal reference case keff for the GNF 2 fuel at 4.9 w/o
containing gadolinia rods is [ ]. The results of tolerances and uncertainties when
combined in a root-mean-square sense are [ ]. At a 95% probability with a 95%
confidence level the maximum keff of the Peach Bottom Unit 2 fuel racks loaded with
GNF 2 fuel including all bias, tolerances and uncertainties is [ ]. The difference
between this value and the keff - 0.95 design limit represents margin that is
available to accommodate new fuel designs and to offset the effects of a fuel
assembly misload. The resulting margin is [ ] for GNF2 fuel at[ ] w/o
U235 with gadolinia. The reactivity increase due to neutron spectral softening as
caused by reduced Boraflex thickness, has been determined and included in the 95/95
maximum keff.

5.3.6 Abnormal/Accident Conditions

The following abnormal/accident conditions have been evaluated in order to determine
the corresponding effects on fuel pool criticality:

* Fuel Assembly Drop
* Rack Lateral Movements
* Fuel Assembly Alongside Rack
* Moderator Density and Temperature Variations

The drop of a fuel assembly with the assembly coming to rest in a horizontal position on
top of the fuel and rack module has been evaluated. The resulting change in reactivity
is slightly negative, however within the statistical uncertainty of the calculation (1 a) it is
negligible.
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Rack lateral motion can be postulated to occur during a seismic event. The racks have
been analyzed at the minimum module-to-module spacing. Since all peripheral cell
walls contain Boraflex, racks in contact would have 2 panels of Boraflex between

adjacent fuel bundles. Therefore, the limiting condition is the reference infinite array
and there is no further increase in reactivity due to rack lateral movement during a
postulated seismic event. Analysis of a 1 .15-inch gap between modules resulted in a
lower keff relative to the infinite array.

The inadvertent positioning or the drop of a fuel assembly along side of a rack module
between the module and the pool wall has been evaluated. The maximum increase in
reactivity due to a dropped bundle is [ ] and is well within the sub-critical margin

to the keff < 0.98 limit for accident conditions as specified by ANSI/ANS-57.2-1983.

The effect of variations in moderator density and temperature on the reactivity of the

Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel storage racks have been analyzed. Loss of pool cooling
has been postulated and analyzed at [ ]OF and [ ]OF and results in a lower keff

relative to the reference case at maximum water density. Therefore, it is concluded that
under worst-case accident conditions, the effective multiplication factor remains less
than the keff < 0.98 limit, which applies to accident conditions.
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Table 5-4

Summary of Criticality Calculation Results

(10x1O Fuel)
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6.0 Conclusions

The Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel racks have been analyzed GNF 2 fuel with uniform
initial enrichments of up to [ ] w/o U 235 at a stack density of [ ] percent theoretical
density. Maximum reactivity bundles with gadolinia for this fuel type have been
specified requiring a minimum number of burnable poison rods per assembly and a
minimum Gd 2 0 3 loading per rod. Analyses have demonstrated that the maximum keff of
the Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel racks is less than 0.95 when loaded with maximum
reactivity bundles of the GNF 2 fuel design and accounting for projected Boraflex
degradation through May 1, 2012. The analyses contained herein are subject to the
restriction that discharged fuel is placed in a B.5.b configuration in Modules 3, 4, 5 and
12 as described in Section 3.1 and as illustrated in Figure 3.2.

The maximum keff of the Peach Bottom Unit 2 spent fuel racks will not exceed the 0.95
limit when loaded with GNF 2 fuel with a maximum bundle planer enrichment of [ ]
w/o U235 (at [ ] percent theoretical density) with a minimum of [ ] gadolina rods per
fuel assembly each containing a minimum loading of [ ] w/o Gd20 3.

For the most reactive loading ([ ] w/o U235 with [ ] gadolinia rods per fuel assembly)
the margin to the keff -< 0.95 design limit is [ ]. When the worst case accident is
imposed upon these conditions, keff remains below the accident condition regulatory
limit of < 0.98. In all cases analyzed, conservative projections of Boraflex degradation
through to May 1,2012 were assumed.

In order to insure that the projections of Boraflex degradation do not exceed 15.2 %
(conservatively bounding), RACKLIFE projections should be verified with BADGER
measurements.

Since 1996, BADGER testing has been conducted in the spent fuel pools of each unit at
Peach Bottom once every four years. Comparison of BADGER measurements with
RACKLIFE predictions has shown the RACKLIFE predictions to be conservative.
Accordingly, it is recommended that Exelon continue this practice.
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